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A NEW RESIDUE DISPOSAL FACILITY: A CASE FOR THE 

APPLICATION OF INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES 

SYNOPSIS 

This paper outlines the procedure followed to establish a new Residue dam at Vaal 
Reefs Exploration and Mining Company Limited. The paper also compares the 
procedure followed with the formal Integrated Environmental Management 
procedure published by the Department of Environment Affairs. The author 
reviews the contribution of Interested and Affected Parties during the decision 
making process, the implications of the conditions of approval and salient lessons 
learnt during the process. The paper may serve as a desk study document for 
proponents in the industry with future projects that have environmental impact. 

1. BACKGROUND 

Recent developments in the local environmental arena brought about an 
ascendance of environmental awareness within the mining industry. This 
development can best be illustrated by the change in approach towards 
environmentally sensitive projects experienced by Vaal Reefs. 

During the late 1980's Vaal Reefs investigated the establishment of a 
residue facility to service the new Goedgenoeg shaft complex near Orkney. 
(See No. 10 Shaft on figure 2.1) The following aspects pertaining to the 
project were analysed in detail: 

Land availability/pumping distance 
Capital/Operating costs 
Topography of the site (drainage, return water and stormwater 
containment) 
Geotechnical features aimed at dam stability and reduction of capital 
ovnonrli-tllro 
'-', ... ,...,""", I\.AILYI "" 

Some environmental considerations featured in the investigations but it 
lacked an integrated and holistic approach towards environmental protection. 
The formal application/approval procedure consisted of three simple steps: 

A formal letter of application to the Government MininQ Engineer. 
A site visit by local representatives of the relevant authorities. 
A meeting with the Government Mining Engineer during which the 
proposal was reviewed and conditions of approval were formalised. 
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A decision not to treat ore at the Goedgenoeg shaft fortunately obviated the 
need for the facility. The shortcomings of the mentioned evaluation process 
will become apparent when it is compared with the procedures outlined later 
in the paper. 

Various developments in the national environmental arena had an effect on 
the approach towards environmental protection. The influence on Vaal 
Reefs can be described as a culture change and a strategic focus on the 
importance of environment protection. The events, on a national scale, can 
be summarized as follows: 

1980: 

1984: 

1984: 

1991 : 

1992: 

1992: 

1993: 

1993: 

The publication of the White Paper on a National Policy 
regarding Environmental Protection. 

The establishment of an Independent Department of 
Environment Affairs. 

"Priorities between Conservation and Development" - a report 
by the President's Council. 

President's Council report on a "National Environmental 
System" . 

The enactment of the new Minerals bill containing prominent 
environmental clauses. 

The development and publication of guidelines for 
Environmental Management Programmes pertaining to mining 
and prospecting ventures (Aide-memoire). 

Policy on a National Environmental Management System for 
South Africa - publication of a White Paper. 

Publication of the draft Minerals Amendment Bill. Inclusion of 
specific additional clauses aimed at Environmental protection 
ego Provision for the preparation and approval of Environmental 
Management Programmes. 

During 1990 the word Environment and the term Environmental Protection 
emerged at a Vaal Reefs strategic planning conference for the first time. 
Since then environmental management rapidly developed into an issue of 
strategic importance. This position developed through a process of intensive 
internal debate and strategic evaluation. The process is essential for the 
development of an environmental intent and a commitment towards due 
consideration for the environment. This commitment will again be referred 
to in the paper. 
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2. THE VAAl REEFS OPERATION IN PERSPECTIVE 

Vaal Reefs covers a lease area of 20 000 hectares and is situated in the 
middle Vaal River catchment near the town of Orkney. The operations 
straddle the Vaal River with eight shafts north of the river and three shafts 
south of the river. The regional setting and the positions of salient features 
such as shafts, residue dams, townships and the Vaal River are indicated on 
figure 2.1 (The Vaal Reefs Mining Complex). 

The metallurgical treatment plants on Vaal Reefs mill ± 850 000 tons of ore 
per month, 150000 tons are treated from recycling operations, bringing the 
total residue deposition to ± 1 million tons per month. 

Fifty one percent of the known available ore reserves have been mined to 
date. The remaining forty nine percent to be mined puts the life expectancy 
of the operation in perspective. The potential for almost a doubling of the 
present impact on the environment cannot be ignored. 

3. RESIDUE DISPOSAL ON VAAl REEFS 

The existing residue disposal facilities shown on figure 2.1 are all situated 
on dolomites north of the Vaal River. The first residue dam was established 
during the 1940's and the latest of the existing facilities was commissioned 
in 1985. 

The design philosophies and technology changed through the years and 
resulted in improved design and operating methods. This allowed faster 
rates of rise and increased the final heights of the more recently constructed 
dams. All the traditional parameters to determine the operational status and 
stability were meticulously monitored through the years. Operational 
philosophies were changed from time to time to improve the overall 
performance and to satisfy changes in metallurgical treatment strategies. 
A comprehensive database was developed around the traditional measuring 
parameters. 

The need for measuring and monitoring of environmental impact became 
apparent during recent years. All the existing dams are situated on 
dolomites. One can therefore appreciate the importance of monitoring the 
impact of the dams on the groundwater regime of the area. 

3.1 life of Mine residue disposal requirements 

The present residue disposal facilities will not see the mines through 
to currently estimated ore depletion. The present operC!ting mode will 
result in a dramatic reduction of capacity in a few years time. The 
rempining dams will then be unable to accommodate the residue 
produced. The graphs on figure 3.1 illustrate the principles involved. 
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Two options were identified to alleviate the problem: 

Option 1 

Maintain the present operating philosophy and establish a new facility 
in future, in time to replace the capacity of existing dams becoming 
due for decommissioning. 

Option 2 

Increase the capacity of residue disposal facilities now and reduce the 
pressure on the existing facilities as soon as possible. 

Flexibility of any residue disposal system is of crucial importance. 
Walking a "tight rope" between available capacity and residue 
produced can have disastrous consequences in the event of forced 
temporary decommissioning of dam compartments. (Penstock 
failures, erosion, damage, etc.) Option 2 offers the necessary relief 
for such unforeseen events. Timeous reduced deposition on existing 
facilities will delay their eventual closure and ensure flexibility. Figure 
3.1 also illustrates the flexibility of the two options. 

For optimisation and economic reasons Vaal Reefs decided to pursue 
option 2. 

4. PROCEDURE FOLLOWED TO ALLEVIATE THE PROBLEM 

Various alternative philosophies to achieve the objectives of Option 2 were 
then investigated. These alternatives will be reviewed without going into 
too much detail. The illustration of the process followed is more relevant to 
the purpose of this paper. 

4.1 Investigation of alternative options 

4.1.1 Alternative sites for a new residue dam 

Three sites north of the Vaal River and one site south of the 
Vaal River were investigated. The sites north of the river are 
ail situated on doiomite outcrop. The doiomites south of the 
river are covered with Karoo formation. The Karoo cover south 
of the river includes a layer of relatively impermeable diamictite 
and siltstone. Figure 4.1 illustrates the geology on a schematic 
diagram. 

The study group involved recommended the site SJuth of the 
Vaal River (also see figure 2.1). The recommendation was 
based on the following salient parameters: 
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Capital expenditure per ton of residue would be less 
than on the other sites due to topography and 
favourable geotechnical features. 

The site is closer to the residue producing plant resulting 
in cheaper operating costs. 

Less impact on the environment (based on a superficial 
environmental evaluation). 

4.1.2 Available disposal sites on neighbouring mines 

A single suitable site was identified but was rejected due to 
high operating costs, the distance from the residue producer, 
the potential of negative impact on the environment and the 
rehabilitation demands of the terrain. 

4.1.3 Underground deposition 

This option appeared to be very promIsing. 
investigation revealed major stumbling blocks: 

Closer 

Controlled deposition in old workings would be very 
expensive and would require maintenance of piping 
infrastructure and dewatering equipment. 

Vertical closing of the old workings reduces the space 
available considerably. The low SG of the residue 
aggravates the situation. 

Safety hazards of underground operations would 
increase. 

4.1.4 Alternative disposal methods and new technology 

Cycloning on residue dams and alternative methods to decant 
return water were investigated. These methods had the 
potentia! to increase the capacity and life of the present 
facilities but could not alleviate the inflexibility problem. 

4.2 Detail investigation of the recommended site for a new residue dam 

Detailed investigation of the proposed new residue dam site followed 
the preliminary elimination of alternative options. These 
investigations included the following: 
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4.2.1 A Geotechnical investigation to confirm the geology of the site 
and in particular to determine the thickness of the impermeable 
layer of diamictite. 

4.2.2 A comprehensive environmental impact assessment. The 
sterilization of relatively high potential agricultural soil was 
identified as a significant residual impact. 

4.2.3 Preliminary design and cost estimate. The preliminary design 
included measures to mitigate obvious environmental impacts 
ego cut-off trenches, lined return water dams and stormwater 
catchment dams to contain all surface run-off. 

4.3 Consultation with Interested and Affected Parties 

This part of the process was preceded by intense internal debate 
about the desirability and benefit the consultation may have. The 
formal consultation was limited to government departments and 
neighbouring land owners. The following departments emerged as 
the major players for this specific project: 

Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs as the "lead agent" 

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry 

Department of Agriculture 

Department of Environment Affairs 

The Department of Water Affairs and Forestry required a 
comprehensive geohydrological study and mathematical model of the 
groundwater regime. This study would enable the proponent and the 
authorities to determine the significance of the residue dam impact on 
the groundwater and the Vaal River some 3 km to the north. 
Specialist consultants were immediately commissioned to undertake 
the study. 

At the time of the consultation Vaal Reefs had no mitigation to offer 
for the sterilization of relatively high potential land on the site, The 
Department of Agriculture could not accept this residual impact. 
Alternative mitigation measures had to be investigated. 

FortLlnately the consultation with affected government departments 
took place at an early stage. Opportunity existed to address the 
concerns without seriously derailing, or delaying the project. 

Neighbouring land owners were visited personally. They all 
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appreciated the efforts of the company to involve them and they 
accepted the mitigation measures offered to minimize the impact on 
their land. 

4.4 Internal company management debate 

The details of the project were formally presented to Interested and 
Affected managers internal to the company. Ample opportunity was 
given for critical examination of all the technical aspects involved. 

4.5 Formal application 

The formal application to establish the new residue dam served only 
as a confirmation of the proponents intent. By this time all the 
affected authorities were well informed of the details pertaining to the 
project and they had a thorough knowledge of the environmental 
impacts and mitigation measures offered. The formal application was 
accompanied by the following documents: 

Geotechnical study report 

Geohydrological study 

Environmental impact Assessment report 

Summary design report outlining the design philosophy and 
BATNEEC (Best available technology not entailing excessive 
costs) employed to minimize environmental impact. 

Copies of the complete application were also distributed to the 
Departments of Water Affairs and Forestry, Agriculture and 
Environment Affairs. This action expedited the process considerably. 

The formal application was followed up by a meeting of the major 
players and also by subsequent informal discussions to finalise all 
outstanding issues. 

4.6 Formal approval 

The formal approval came from the Department of Mineral and energy 
Affairs, accompanied by the conditions of approval of all the 
Interested and Affected government departments. 

The cpnditions of approval may be of interest to other proponents in 
the industry. They can be summarized as follows: 
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Mineral and Energy Affairs 

All management objectives and mitigation measures relating to 
environmental protection, as outlined in the various technical 
reports and the letter of approval, must be adhered to and 
must be incorporated in the overall Environmental Management 
Programme of Vaal Reefs. 

Water Affairs and Forestry 

Minimize water quality impacts by applying BATNEEC. 

Implement monitoring programme as proposed in the 
geohydrological report. Quarterly disclosure of results. 

Abide by the department's instructions to curb water pollution 
in the event of emergencies. 

Agriculture 

Remove available topsoil from the proposed site to avoid 
sterilization and utilize to "upgrade" low potential land or to 
rehabilitate disturbed land elsewhere. 

4.7 Decision to proceed 

The decision to proceed was confirmed by company management at 
a special meeting arranged to review the conditions of approval. 

5. THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME FOR THE NEW 
RESIDUE DAM 

The construction activities associated with the establishment of the new 
dam are now in progress. The new dam is scheduled for commissioning by 
December 1993. 

5.1 Environmental Management Programme 

The Environmental Management Programme of the new residue dam 
will be incorporated into the Environmental Management Programme 
Report for Vaal Reefs. The management and rehabilitation objectives 
for the new dam, BATNEEC to be applied, monitoring programmes 
and audit protocol will form an integral part of the overall 
Environmental Management Programme. The document will serve the 
purpose of an "environmental contract" by which the cor.duct of the 
parties will be regulated. 
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5.2 Financial provision for rehabilitation ofJhe new residue dam 

Provision for rehabilitation upon closure of the residue dam will be 
made through the recently established AAC Gold Division 
Rehabilitation Trust Fund. 

6. COMPARiSON OF THE PROCESS FOllOWED WITH THE INTEGRATED 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES PUBLISHED BY THE 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AFFAIRS 

7. 

The column headed New Dam (1993) on figure 6.1 illustrates the procedure 
followed by Vaal Reefs to establish the new residue dam. 

The formal Integrated Environmental management procedure, as published 
by the Department of Environment Affairs, for this particular venture is 
shown in the middle column. The resemblance between the two columns 
is evident. 

Due to the uncertainty of formal guidelines at the time, it is interesting to 
note that the proponent never referred to the formal document to guide him 
through the Integrated Environmental Management procedure. Common 
sense and a commitment to do it right formed the basis. The procedure 
followed, and the steps involved became the topic of many project team 
deliberations since the inception of the project. These deliberations 
obviously took time and effort but they ensured ownership of the process 
by all team members involved. We had to make it work. We could not 
blame an impracticable recipe in a text book for any failures. 

The message is clear: The published procedure makes good sense and it is 
practical. 

The column headed EMPR reference on figure 6.1 refers to relevant chapters 
of the Aide~Memoire for the preparation of Environmental Management 
Programme reports. The Aide-Memoire outlines the requirements for the 
report document in detail. However, the guidelines give very little attention 
to the procedurE! to be followed by the proponents during the preparation of 
their Environmental Management Programme reports. Consultation with 
Interested and Affected parties should happen timeously and should receive 
special attention to avoid derailments and major delays. 

7.1 A commitment to do it right and the use of environmental common 
sense, will guide proponents through a natural Integrated 
Environmental management process. 

7.2 Interested and Affected parties should be consulted as early as 
possible. Avoid delays by allowing time to address their concerns. 
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7.3 The Integrated environmental Management procedure takes time and 
effort. 

7.4 It is in the interest of the proponent to drive or facilitate the process 
and to keep the ball in play during the various stages. A "kick for 
touch" by Interested and Affected Parties does not harm the 
environment. A delayed decision does not effect Interested and 
Affected Parties but it may adversely affect the feasibility of the 
proponent's project. An independent facilitator, without direct 
interest in either environmental impacts or the project will motivate 
delay of the process rather than the final outcome. 

7.5 The Feasibility of an Environmental ombudsman is questionable. The 
role of an Environmental ombudsman becomes apparent when the 
role players in the process move towards a stalemate situation. A 
few dangers or pitfalls may develop with the use o-f such a facility: 

Role players may be tempted to use the ombudsman as an 
escape route out of the procedure. 

Could to be time consuming and expensive. 

A ruling in favour of the proponent will not necessarily be 
accepted by Non-Governmental organisations and pressure 
groups with international links and interests. A no-win 
situation for both parties may develop. 

Analyses paralysis? The ombudsman may tend to "kick for 
touch" by requesting excessive in depth studies, to make a 
ruling acceptable to all parties. 

7.6 Financial provision for rehabilitation of the dam is secured through the 
company rehabilitation trust fund. A national Environmental 
Superfund will not assist in any way during the operational and 
closure phases of the dam. We strongly believe in financial provision 
by individual companies. Contributions towards a superfund could 
degenerate into the provision for the sins of less responsible 
companies in the industry. Misappropriation of these funds, as 
experienced by other countries, should also serve as a warning signal 
to the local industry. 
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8. ADVANTAGES OF THE INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
PROCESS 

The advantages of a well structured Integrated Environmental Management 
process can be summarized as follows: 

Informed decision making. 
Widens participation in decision making. 
Ensures due consideration of all alternative options. 
Ensures specialist, non-specialist and general public input. 
Ensures that BATNEEC is applied to mitigate negative impacts. 
Develops working relationships with players in the environmental 
arena. 
Provide a platform and model for future exercises. 

9. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The recently published White Paper on a National Environmental 
Management System for South Africa acknowledges Environmental training 
and awareness as an important management tool. 

"The successful managing of environmental matters depends on the co
operation of an informed and sensitive public and leadership echelon." 

Environmental education and environmental information programmes are 
essential tools to develop the skills of all involved. The principles 
underpinning a National Environmental Management System, as well as 
support processes and procedures should be given special attention during 
the education processes. Education authorities and institutions have a 
crucial role to play in this regard. One can assume that the training of the 
new generation will receive due attention. Of equal importance is the 
training of the mature generation, who are presently responsible for the 
management of the environment. Responsible officials from government 
agencies, proponents and Non-Governmental Organisations will make or 
break the proposed National Environmental Management System. 

Systematic training of relevant officials in management positions, in the 
public as we!! as the private sector, aimed at the development of a holistic 
approach and a knowledge of systems and processes involved is therefore 
recommended as an essential pre-requisite for successful implementation of 
good environmental management. In fact, appropriate training should be an 
integral element of any Environmental Management Programme. 
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